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As the number 1 in global maritime satellite communication antenna systems, Landau UK is proud to be
showcasing the compact and powerful marine satellite TV antenna systems from Intellian. The idea downtime
solution for fishing crew wishing to sit back and relax on those long trips.

Intellian i-Series

Intellian’s i-Series provides outstanding TV reception, that makes watching TV on-board easier and more
enjoyable than you ever imagined.
-

Auto satellite switching function from your remote control

-

Compatible with leading satellite TV service providers around the world

-

Built in GPS enables faster signal acquisition

-

Simplicity of design, no external compass or rate sensors required

-

Built-in HD module for Ku-band HD TV reception

The Intellian i3 provides superior tracking performance compared to antenna systems of a similar size. With its
stylish dome, the i3 is ideal for boats over 8 m (25 ft). The i3’s high signal gain makes it the best performing 37 cm
(15 in) antenna system available today.
-

Built in Wi-Fi enables one touch diagnostic and updates from your PC or iOS device

-

60° per second turn rate ensures signal tracking at high speeds and in rough seas

-

Travel further North or South with an extended elevation range of 10° to 80°

Power and efficiency makes the 14 the most popular 45 cm (18 inch) Satellite TV system for pleasure boats,
fishing boats, workboats and commercial vessels approximately 12 m (35 ft) to 20 m (60 ft) in length.

-

Equipped with Automatic Skew Control, which allows for better satellite tracking on vessels operating
over greater distances

-

50° per second turn rate ensures signal tracking at high speeds and in rough seas

-

Travel further North or South with an extended elevation range of 0° to 90°

With easy installation, its user-friendly operation and powerful performance, tuning into your favourite TV
channels couldn’t be easier.

Notes to editor

Whether you need an urgent repair or a carefully budgeted fleet maintenance program, Landau UK have fully
trained and qualified technicians and engineers available to solve any maritime issues quickly and efficiently.

From the fairing and spraying of hulls, through to fuel purification systems designed to extract every last
horsepower from every last drop, it's the kind of attention to detail that pays for itself over and over.

But it's not just about making your vessels run better, it’s about configuring and equipping them to maximise their
potential, minimise costs and ensure safety at all times.
From thermal imaging to the latest in ROTINOR commercial and military dive propulsion systems, Landau UK will
be exhibiting their latest products and services on stand 36 at the Skipper Expo on 30 th & 31st October.

ENDS

For further information about Landau UK, contact Sarah Tayler or Ben Metcalfe on +44 (0)1489 577 588 or email
sarah@landauuk.com.

